Influence of viscosity on WIN 39996 as a contrast agent for gastrointestinal magnetic resonance imaging.
The authors discuss the influence of viscosity on the imaging properties of WIN 39996 suspension. WIN 39996 suspension is a magnetically susceptible iron ferrite that provides negative (darkening) contrast enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging of the gastrointestinal tract. The viscosity of WIN 39996 suspension was altered by various stress conditions (1 week to 4.5 months storage at temperatures of 5 degrees to 70 degrees C) or by various amounts of xanthan gum. Magnetic resonance imaging was performed in vitro on phantoms and in vivo on the gastrointestinal tract of anesthetized dogs. The results indicated that in vitro and in vivo imaging efficacies of WIN 39996 suspension depended on the viscosity, irrespective of the means by which the viscosity was altered. Specifically, the imaging quality was suitable at viscosities > or = 36.6 cp for in vitro imaging, and > 25 cp for in vivo imaging. The lower in vivo viscosity limit for magnetic resonance imaging compared with the in vitro limit may be due to gastrointestinal peristaltic activities continuously mixing the WIN 39996 suspension to prevent gravitational settling, and the enhancement of signal blackening by intraluminal WIN 39996 that was above and below the plane of image. It is speculated that the imaging quality of WIN 39996 suspension depends on the degree of dispersion of the magnetically susceptible iron ferrite in the WIN 39996 suspension, and that a minimum viscosity is needed to ensure such dispersion.